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AFTERWARDS
Thank you for having participated in this activity! 
I hope you enjoyed the moments, this memories.. but, most of all, 
hope that it was usefull:
- Reducing of prejudices about the elderly
- Sensityzing for the need of attention on the elderlys’ requirements
for the project of housing
- Grow the interest on “inclusive design” as a research area for 
architects
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ALONE WITH GRANDMA
AFTERWARDS
https://goo.gl/forms/NxLxIvAwLLTQ2xvE3
In the end… could you fill in this
(VERY SHORT) short questionaire
“AFTER Alone with grandma”, PLEASE..? 
Thank you very much!
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#2 “WHEN I’M 64”
PREPARING
.. .Shorten movements of 
thumb and index finger
…Disability in the hand
… etc
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#2 “WHEN I’M 64”
SIMULATION
TASK: Texting on mobilephone
PROBLEM: Holding the phone and 
pressing on the screen
ALTERNATIVE: Using the other hand's 
finger
TASK: Open a bottle of water
PROBLEM: Shorten movements of hand
ALTERNATIVE: Helping with the whole 
body to hold the bottle
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#3 : Role-Play
“in a desert Island”
Grandmas…
Antonia Housewife
Xiuqin Dancing，Piano，elder's university
Antonia Housewife
Isabel Pianist
Lamia Housewife/sewing and crosswords
Cecılıa y Angel Owner of a gas station /sewing and board games
Victoria Housewife
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#3 : Role-Play
“in a desert Island”
What would grandmas save from a 
shipwreck? (according to their grandsons…) 
Hat - to always be good-looking
TV - To keep seeing Rafael Nadal’s tennis competitions
(Her) good chair - To keep comfortable
Book - To read together
knife / flashlight - A knife to hunt and a flashlight to ward off bugs at night
thick rope - To join sticks
Glasses - To see/read …
Casserole - To make tea (just for her…)
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A knife to 
hunt
And a flashlight to 
ward off bugs at night
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#3 : Role-Play
“in a desert Island” A book… 
and a hat to 
keep beautiful
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#3 : Role-Play
“in a desert Island”
her chair…
and a casserole
for tea
..And the staff also participated… https://goo.gl/photos/h85pnxCo4Mz3RPCE9
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#3 : Role-Play
“in a desert Island”
Sun
glasses
..And the staff also participated… https://goo.gl/photos/HeYS8X16bgwT3tmo6
A TV to keep in 
touch with Rafael 
Nadal’s tennis
competitions
ALONE WITH GRANDMA: support
Carla
Lucas
Carla
Alba Jordi
Thank you
very much!
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REMEMBER…?  
https://goo.gl/forms/NxLxIvAwLLTQ2xvE3
(just 5 minutes, please)
paula.trigueiros@gmail.com
paula.trigueiros@arquitetura.uminho.pt
